Frontiers of Transdisciplinary Research in Tactile Internet with Human-in-the-Loop
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Abstract—Recent technological advances in developing intelligent telecommunication networks, ultra-compact bendable wireless transceiver chips, adaptive wearable sensors and actuators, and secure computing infrastructures along with the progress made in psychology and neuroscience for understanding neurocognitive and computational principles of human behavior combined have paved the way for a new field of research: Tactile Internet with Human-in-the-Loop (TaHiL). This emerging field of transdisciplinary research aims to promote next generation digitalized human-machine interactions in perceived real time. To achieve this goal, mechanisms and principles of human goal-directed multisensory perception and action need to be integrated into technological designs for breakthrough innovations in mobile telecommunication, electronics and materials engineering, as well as computing. This overview highlights key challenges and the frontiers of research in the new field of TaHiL. Revolutionizing the current Internet as a digital infrastructure for sharing visual and auditory information globally, the TaHiL research will enable humans to share tactile and haptic information and thus veridically immerse themselves into virtual, remote, or inaccessible real environments to exchange skills and expertise with other humans or machines for applications in medicine, industry, and the Internet of Skills.

Index Terms—Tactile Internet, Human-in-the-Loop, Internet of Skills, Cyber-physical systems, Human-machine adaptation, Intelligent networks, Multisensory perception, Goal-directed behavior

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet’s story is one of continuous evolution, typically driven by a combination of technological enablers, their market availability, and a non-abating human need for information, entertainment, and social connectedness. This transformation has propelled the Internet from its data-driven initial application over the democratized access and distribution of information to the rich immersive media streaming and social network Internet of today. The broad availability of increasingly affordable hardware and more and more user friendly means of becoming connected, including via portable smart devices, has provided a democratized access to the Internet and its services (such as the World Wide Web) wherever data connectivity is available, i.e., independent of space and time.

At this inflection point in time, the Internet and several industries are undergoing another radical transformation. This transformation places the human actor at its center, with the current Internet providing the starting point for the significant changes required. The next generation of the Internet, the Tactile Internet (TI), has been defined by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) P1918.1 Tactile Internet Standardization Working Group as: “A network or network of networks for remotely accessing, perceiving, manipulating or controlling real, or virtual objects, or processes in perceived real-time by humans or machines” [1], [2]. This new concept moves from the notion of information to one of sensing and actuating, with human and machine operators seamlessly connected.

This places the Human-in-the-Loop (HTiL) at the center of control loops [3] that have human senses and their machine representations as command and feedback content for sensing and actuating. This digitized exchange of human cognition, action, and perception will require new underlying mechanisms, such as dynamically allocated ultra-low latency and high throughput computing resources, that are the promise of the TI. The integration of both as the Tactile Internet with Human-in-the-Loop (TaHiL) will enable a democratized access to skills and expertise. While HTiL systems have been around for some time, their adoptions have been hampered by a lack of networked integration and an holistic approach that focuses on the human element, which is at the core of TaHiL research. This new focus has the ability of a revolution in access to skills and expertise with full equity, i.e., independent of age, gender, cultural background, abilities, as well as space and time.

Intuitively, the realization of the breakthrough TaHiL concept will require a multitude of research domains to join at this nexus. In turn, transdisciplinary research is needed that combines psychology, cognitive neuroscience, medicine, computer science, as well as electrical, mechanical, and material engineering domains. In the following, we initially provide an overview of requirements deriving from the multisensory human perception before we describe the transfer of skills in the TaHiL concept and research approaches that incorporate the outlined concepts.

II. SENSES AND SKILLS

Placing human operators into control loops inherently requires these operators to perceive the environment through
their senses, process the information, and perform actions based on the processing outcomes. As equitable access is required, even this initial description already hints at required considerations for people of different ability levels and age groups. Broadly enabling human operators to be immersed in virtual, remote, or inaccessible real environments to collaboratively work with machines and other humans will require a consideration of the individual human senses, as well as their development over time. Similar considerations can be applied to the development of skills and expertise.

A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) that enables bi-directional information processing in real-time closed-loop interactions between humans and machines connected over networks needs to be designed and evaluated with respect to its impact on the digitization on human goal-directed multisensory perception and action. Current research mainly focuses on each of the human senses individually, with latency requirements from around 10 ms for video over about 3 ms for audio to only 1 ms for haptic [4], [5]. While humans can compensate for increased latencies [6], the challenge to reduce the latency and provide multimodal feedback remains.

Solving this challenge will require transdisciplinary research for engineering designs, hardware, software, and real-time approaches based on psychophysiological and even neurocognitive principles incorporating a broad variety of human factors. The HITL component in TaHiL environments requires the appropriate regard of these factors as they influence not only the efficiency of developed future solutions, but also the well-being of the human operators in-the-loop. This subsequently requires new and grounded models that are applicable for heterogeneous populations to ensure equitable access. Furthermore, human-machine interactions require co-adaptation models that can dynamically adjust for factors such as age and experience and their influence in multisensory human operator experiences. This also drives the requirements for the underlying TaHiL systems to potentially have tightened latency requirements or a need for different perceptual coding as part of the digitization process.

The goal-directed multisensory processing also requires multimodal feedback that allows for the design of new immersive human-machine interfaces. The multimodal feedback optimized for different human operator multisensory processing complicates the development of general-purpose sensing and actuating models and devices as different psychophysical parameters apply for the different senses and users. The principle of just-noticeable differences is one example that highlights how to derive thresholds for sensing/actuation and signal compression for a specific sense. The interplay of individually compressed senses in a multisensory interface, however, has not been extensively researched for broad human populations and factors. For example, research at the Centre for Tactile Internet with Human-in-Loop (CeTI) demonstrated that perceptual quality assessment of vibrotactile signals based on human psychophysical data is helpful for selecting between tactile codecs [7]. Latency-optimized sensors and actuators are as essential as the TI that connects them with latency-optimized computational resources, but currently existing solutions are not latency-optimized and not geared towards the requirements of the TI.

A. Transferring Skills: Human → Machine

A human operator requires a user interface that ideally facilitates the local or remote control of a machine. Generally, through the user interface, the HITL controls a machine to transfer a skill, typically based on specific movement commands and received feedback. This represents a stark contrast to prior generations of typically (pre-)programmed machine routines. A variability between control modalities due to different interfaces and different underlying machine particularities can render this task increasingly complex and difficult to adapt to. Furthermore, user interfaces that are not intuitive and difficult to use can increase the operator’s cognitive strain through increased complexity, negatively impacting the Quality of Interaction (QoI).

Wearable devices have the potential to become part of a new user interface for the TaHiL. Their operation via tracking of human motion and mapping the sensed information to current and anticipated behavior and robot actions can commonly be performed by information technology novices, providing equity through removal of entrance barriers. In turn, any domain expert becomes enabled to initialize the skill transfer from human to machine. A hurdle for this type of interface in the context of TaHiL is the correctly synchronized multimodal feedback, with latency limiting the physical distance between the operator and machine, as also noted in Section IIH. Each individual sense in the multimodal feedback needs to also be considered individually as well as in interplay. For example, haptic information is typically small in data size, but requires ultra-low latency (ULL), while video is typically higher in bandwidth, but tolerates delay.

Both need to be satisfied and ideally synchronized so that any human operator can be fully immersed, which again is a significant challenge requiring a transdisciplinary approach.

B. Transferring Skills: Human ← Machine

Provided with multimodal feedback components of next-generation user interfaces, machines become enabled to transfer skills to human operators. The combination of sensors and actuators can be employed in the wearables constituting part of these user interfaces and effectively control the HiTIL. For example, specific gestures or motion paths can be generated in real-time or offline and the human operator be notified when deviating from the planned path. Contraptions as simple as smart functional tapes, made of smart fabrics with sensors and vibro-tactile feedback are under investigation in attempts to improve skill performance and learning [8]. Additionally, this provides a great opportunity for scenarios of repetition and training, for example in physical rehabilitation and training, where a remote physiotherapist could generate a pre-recorded movement exercise as treatment that is transmitted to a cyber-physical system at the patient’s home. The patient can then perform repetitive exercises and be monitored and automatically corrected when deviating from the prescribed exercise regime. The gathered data from the patient side can subsequently be used to determine progress and refine the training.

C. The Internet of Skills: Human ↔ Machine

With the digital transfer of skills between humans and machines, humans will be able to immerse themselves into a
D. Examples

In the following, we highlight two examples for Industry 5.0 [10] and robot-assisted surgery application scenarios for the Internet of Skills.

1) Internet of Skills for Industry 5.0: Moving past the machine-to-machine communications, cyber-physical systems [11], and data centricity of Industry 4.0 [12], Industry 5.0 will be disrupted by TaHiL applications [13]. While on one hand industrial processes become standardized and reap productivity increases through real-time systems with the help of robots, production also increasingly shifts to smaller, more customized product batches. Both can benefit from the TI [14], [15], but the one-off intelligent robot-assisted production will greatly benefit from the ability to intuitively control and program fully automatized production environments through advancements in computing as well as human-machine collaboration and adaptation [9].

For example, a programming-centric approach for controlling machines in industrial settings requires a domain expert to communicate with a programming expert to develop the detailed machine instructions, which are fixed after several iterations and testing. This process incurs significant overhead in time and cost to derive a networked synchronization of a specific production line that is statically (for the production run) defined by the involved steps. In turn, the thus developed solution is typically not transferable to different production environments (such as machine type differences) without additional overhead. Even more resources would be required for a modification or a complete new production line, such as in one-off or small batch productions. Employing an intuitive user interface that records direct human-to-robot instructions, after several repetitions by the human expert, machine learning can be employed to automatically generate the program for the individual robot. Following the TaHiL approach we described throughout, this teaching can be performed at a distance, even further reducing the need for a local expert and enabling a new economy of remote experts providing production instructions.

2) Internet of Skills for Surgery: While robot-assisted surgery has made great inroads in recent years, not all potentials are currently realized – this limits the benefits of systems employed to date. Significant improvements in patient care and outcomes could be realized if TaHiL methods and technologies [16] could be employed, such as for enabling remote surgery applications [17]. In addition, context-aware human-machine collaboration could provide real-time assistance similar to an experienced human assistant [18]. Such support will require the system to understand situations and enable skill transfers, experts demonstrating operations are needed in sensor-outfitted environments [19], [20]. (We note that while the idea of skill acquisition, learning, and transfer here is similar to the industrial scenario, the overall complexity is significantly higher due to the extensive increased number of environmental factors in a highly dynamic scenario.) Gathered annotated data from various sources enable based on machine-learning approaches to model surgical skills [17], [21] and allow semi-automation of surgical skills like knotting, suturing, laparoscope guidance or sonography tasks [22]–[25].

For direct control in HITL scenarios at a distance, the TI provides the latency-optimized communication components. Novel machine-learning approaches are needed that are designed around continuous perception, analysis, prediction, and reasoning in a latency-constrained framework. Not only do these systems need to provide current situational awareness, but also incorporate the entire surgical workflow [26], [27]. The realization of the TaHiL promise will democratize surgical skills by quantifying surgical experience and make it accessible to machines.

III. TRANSDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH FRONTIERS

Several overarching research themes emerge from the outlined potentials and challenges for the realization of the TaHiL. The strong HITL focus requires new models for human goal-directed behavior, which can enable predictions of actions based on sensation, multisensory perception, cognition, and actions. To support the multimodal feedback in the loop, new wearable devices for ultra-low latency sensing and actuating are required, which need to be small, bendable, stretchable, and ultra-low-power. Their input/output data has to be networked employing ultra-low latency and reliable communications. 0.1 ms for the wireless and wired transmission and reception For the tactile dimension example in a generic TaHiL control loop, the 1 ms round-trip delay allocation [28] yields: 0.1 ms for the embedded sensing processing,
processing. 0.125 ms budget for propagation delay over a distance up to 25 km, 0.35 ms for the computing processing at the edge computing site, 0.125 ms for propagation, 0.1 ms for the wireless and wired transmission and reception processing, and 0.1 ms for the embedded actuator processing. The previous steps require significant consideration of human factors in novel coding and compression methods for sensing and actuating (e.g., haptic codecs or compressed sensing) as well as for networked data transport (e.g., network coding). The data generated from multimodal feedback and for multisensory experiences needs to be placed into continuously evolving frameworks of mutually adaptive learning between humans and machines for skill acquisition and training. This requires a secure and scalable computing infrastructure that is highly adaptive to changes in task contexts and world models. As none of these challenges are solvable within a single discipline, the realization of the TaHiL vision necessitates a transdisciplinary research approach.

A. Human Perception and Action

The creation of new digital environments that become enabled through the TaHiL capabilities will require a host of new technologies in the cyber-physical realm. One of the primary domains of interest stems from the human-machine interface’s need for multisensory processing, likely resulting in new hardware and software solutions. In turn, these solutions need to be optimized for the ultra-low latency requirements in the outlined closed-loop human-machine interaction scenarios. This requires a deeper understanding for human goal-directed multisensory perception and action to derive suitable models. Following the goals of the TaHiL, these need to consider individual human operator differences, such as age and expertise levels, to ensure equitable access to the future Internet of Skills.

Skill acquisition and mastery, human development [29], and aging [30], [31] can significant impact the efficiency of developed engineering designs if not considered explicitly. Human factors need to be explicitly considered, and requires research beyond the current state of understanding, especially expertise- and age-related differences in key parameters of multisensory integration and delay requirements. This will require psychophysical and and neurocognitive experimentation with large numbers of human subjects to derive equitable ground truth models for individual sensory modalities (e.g., auditory, visual, and haptic) as well as their interplays in broad scenarios. The intricate interplays of goals, perceptual interdependencies, and sensorimotor tasks need to be modeled not only for individuals, but also considering and predicting expertise- and age-related differences [32].

B. Human-Machine Co-augmentation

With multimodal feedback driving the next generation of human-machine interfaces for TaHiL applications, new fast and flexible sensors and actuators are needed. For example, eGloves and eBodySuits could combine sensing and multimodal outputs for human multisensory processing. Throughout the closed-loop of sensing, networking, processing, and actuating, the human psychophysical characteristics define the requirements for sensing, compression, and actuators forming the multimodal interfaces. Specific psychophysical considerations, such as the just noticeable level of difference [33], in turn provide the limits for specific senses and the processing needs for immersive feedback. The tactile and kinesthetic components commonly are the most latency sensitive, and codecs need to be developed that combine efficient compression with ultra-low latency and resilience. Furthermore, synchronization between different multisensory data streams will need to be investigated and new approaches are required beyond current ones.

Flanking the more software-centric development of adaptive codecs, new types electronics will need to be developed. They have to support real-time operation while consuming very low energy using only a very small footprint. Only this combination will enable the human and CPS to be equipped with a large number of sensors and actuators to support a natural interface design. As human operators will likely employ wearable designs, the electronic hardware has to be bendable and stretchable as well as wirelessly connected for a significant amount of time (energy efficiency) in real-time scenarios. This limits the dimensions for transceivers to ideally be on-chip (attainable with very high communication frequencies) and requires the design of highly optimized power consumption approaches in real-time operation modes that aggressively cycle with only nanoseconds of delay between deep sleep and operating modes. Several computing components will be prohibitive on-chip for sensors and actuators, but would incur too much networking overhead when considering local edge clouds [34]. For these, local preprocessing and computing is required on-body to guarantee low latency, and new high-performance body computing platforms are needed.

C. Human-Machine Networks

Significant development strides are needed in communications networks from body area over local area to wide area networks that augment the network operations beyond only relaying of information. The tight latency requirements for some multisensory components in TaHiL scenarios, as well as opposing high bandwidth needs for others, require dynamically adjustable networks. Softwarization, including software-defined networks, network function virtualization, and information-centric networking, are already making inroads into deployed networks, but need to be exploited with respect to low latency and learning capabilities [28]. With network learning capabilities, the multimodal information (i.e., audio, video, and haptic) can be used in on-the-fly network capability adaptation (e.g., network slicing). Furthermore, intelligence within the network is required to enable new functionalities that TaHiL scenarios require due to their nature: in case of interruptions, the network should locally (and transparently) compensate, e.g., through the prediction of the goal-driven human actions in a mobile edge cloud. This type of approach is only possible through a deeper understanding of the abstract high-level mental models as well as the low-level sensorimotor programs of human operators. Furthermore, they need to exploit additional knowledge that is needed on the human ability to cope with delays, ambiguities, and disruptions. A deeper understanding of these underlying human concepts is not only needed for the design and implementation of communication networks, but also prerequisite for the design of human–technology feedback strategies on all levels. Ultimately, solving this challenge has the ability to solve the competition between latency,
bandwidth, and resilience, with tremendously implications beyond TaHiL applications.

D. Human–Machine Communication

Current control systems are predominantly employing wired physical connections due to the robustness offered and challenges in wireless systems when finding optimum operational parameters for the trade-off between latency, resilience, and throughput. The human–machine cohabitation underlying the TaHiL approach will produce massive amounts of control loop information. In contrast to prior control loop communications, however, the data exchange for TaHiL applications needs to employ wireless communications to enable freedom of movement for humans and machines. New compression approaches, such as those for haptic information [35] are needed to reduce the sensor and actuator data. While some similarities to source compression for audio and video exist, the latency limitations imposed on these new codecs require special considerations in contrast to prior approaches. Similarly, the increased amount of data also necessitates compression to be evaluated in form of distributed approaches, where network coding and compressed sensing can be employed to provide a reduction of data to be transmitted over networks. The in-network computing additionally allows for further data reduction by exploiting the closed-loop human–machine interactions through machine learning. Each newly developed approach also needs to be tailored to the software-defined networks and network virtualization solutions that will be part of TI networks. As a final research challenge, one has to consider that each of these developments cannot be regarded individually, but has to consider the impacts on the HITL. This, similar to the Quality of Experience in multimedia compression developments, requires a significant amount of human subject experimentation to determine a user’s Quality of Interaction. As human subject experimentation is not feasible on a very large scale, objective quality metrics will be required that reliably and equitably map to subjective HITL experiences.

E. Human–Machine Learning

As highlighted throughout, artificial intelligence and specifically machine learning approaches will be of significant importance for the realization of the TaHiL’s potential. While humans will be augmented by machines, machines will need to become enabled to learn on different time scales of human behavior. This needs to encompass not only the transfer of expertise and its continued development, but also the utilization of the systems by human operators themselves. To enable truly immersive human-machine integration, a system’s end-users need to become aware of the rationale behind the decisions that are taken by machines so as to anticipate them and integrate them. The predictability of actions from humans and machines will thus enable each side to support the other and usher in a time of fully immersed human–machine cooperation and co-augmentation. This evolution of human-machine cooperation requires new models, methods, and tools that combine the multisensory experience with goals and multimodal feedback intricacies we described throughout. Solutions need to incorporate nonlinear dynamic models for human decision-making that are grounded in neuroscientific advances. Additionally, explanations for machine behaviors, machine-learning results, and other components of the multimodal interactions need to be developed that can be presented to humans in different stages of skill development. A significant challenge here lies in the development of equitable approaches that are applicable for a large number of situational factors.

F. Human–Machine Computing

The realization of the TaHiL is synonymous with an increase of softwarization from sensors/actuators over the network edge to its core, and the connecting network components. The multisensory experience that a HITL will experience in the services built on top of the TI requires not only fast, but also resilient underlying architectures and resources. This encompasses not only failures or privacy concerns, but also the potential for attacks on TaHiL applications and services. For example, the increasingly immersive nature of TaHiL scenarios results in more directly human-attached sensor readings, which could uniquely identify individuals [36]. Not only does this circumvent privacy, but can be further exploited to gather sensitive information about the HITL [37]. The aggregation and training of models does not exclude these approaches [38]. Resiliency to attacks [39], [40] needs to be designed under the strict latency requirements of the TI. New approaches combining safety, security, privacy, and scalability in ultra-low latency settings are needed to provide the decentralized tactile computing infrastructure (computation, networking, storage) in the classical CIA domains of confidentiality [41], integrity [42], and availability [43]. As TaHiL systems span the range from low-resource sensors to high-resource cloud-based components, the upcoming frameworks need to be adaptable for a broad range of components. Furthermore, they need to be able to be adapted over time, as system components, protocols, and applications for the TaHiL continuously evolve and provide new services across industries.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Tactile Internet with Human-in-the-Loop (TaHiL) combines human factors, ultra-low latency requirements across all computing resources as well as on sensor and actuator combinations, and a resulting need for transdisciplinary research and development. TaHiL applications in industry, medicine, and, more generally, the Internet of Skills have tremendous potential for the future. The full realization of this potential requires new approaches across a broad range of transdisciplinary fields, such as new developments of codecs that drive digitization in new domains, intelligent networks that enable resilient ultra-low latency, augmented perception that takes human factors into account, or co-adaptation that enables collaborative life-long learning between humans and machines. The combinations of these approaches go significantly further than prior approaches simply focusing on Human-in-the-Loop control systems or for providing cross-media context-sensitive information. The result of these efforts will be a revolution in the future of work, life, and leisure activities.
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